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Affordable Labeler for a
Broad Range of Applications

NOTARIS

Notaris labelers are available 
for just about any 
application including wrap- 
around, panel, multi-panel, 
and multi-head (top, bottom, 
front, back, & side).

Supplied with a PSupplied with a PLC, the 
Notaris labeler is affordable 
and comes equipped with a 
durable and reliable label 
applicator head. Operating at 
speeds up to 100 feet per 
minute for containers up to 6 
inches tall.inches tall.

An upstream sensor detects 
the presence of containers to 
automatically start the 
labeler, indexing containers 
into the labeler. An inductive 
sensor, requiring no 
adjustment or cleaning, at 
the label applicator detects the label applicator detects 
the presence of labels and 
indexes to apply the label 
precisely to the container. 
Optional sensors are 
available for low web and 
broken web.

The labeler comes standard with seven feet of conveyor, drive 
and idler, wrap belt, stainless steel stand and a stainless steel 
swivel control panel that is easily adjusted to a convenient 
position for the operator. Many options are available to tailor 
the labeler to your specific requirements including a color 
touchscreen, longer conveyor lengths, and inspection.

Complete Labeling Solution
with Notaris Labeler and Infeed & Outfeed Turntables



Skew Correcting System

Multi-Panel Label Application

Ideal for tall bottles and bottles with a distorted or uneven 
surface, the three-point wrap pneumatic skew correcting 
system ensures labels are applied squarely and comes 
complete with a color touchscreen with recipe 
management and PLC control.

Oversize infeed reels
Tall label extenders
Motorized power rewind
Motorized power unwind
Low and broken web detectors
Hot stamp coder
Thermal printersThermal printers
Missing label detector
Luminescence detector
Bar code reader
Safety guarding
Extended conveyor
Verification system
Vision systemVision system
Different voltages

Label Handling Options

Skew Correcting System
Wrap Belts for Tall Containers
Reject Station
Container Aligner - Belt System
Container Aligner - Worm System

Container Handling Options

As part of continuous improvement, BellatRx Inc. reserves the right 
to change specifications at any time without prior notice.
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